EXCLUSIVE OFFER

REDUCE
YOUR RISKS

WORRY-FREE
ROAD HAZA
RD

With the MICHELIN® X® WORKS Z,
x® works d and X® WORKS GRIP D tires.
Michelin stands behind its on/off-road products—providing
unsurpassed durability against road hazards and the uptime fleets
demand. With the MICHELIN® Road Hazard Guarantee, Michelin
will credit you 50% of your acquisition price per tire if the tire is
taken out of service (not repairable or retreadable) in the first six
months or before 50% of its useable tread life—whichever comes
first.(1) It’s just our way of helping you experience breakthrough
performance and durability without the risk.

ALL-POSITION

(1)
X® WORKS
Z

Our toughest all-position, on/off-road tire just got tougher.(2) With a
50% wider protector ply vs. leading competitive tires(3) and 5% more
removal miles vs. the MICHELIN® XZY® 3 tire it replaces, this tire
provides unsurpassed durability against road hazards—guaranteed.

Directional tread

DRIVE POSITION

X® WORKS D

The next generation on/off road drive tire optimized for exceptional
traction, toughness and wear performance in mixed and aggressive
applications.

DRIVE POSITION

(1) Contact your local Michelin representative for details. Michelin reserves the right to modify or discontinue this
program at any time for any reason without prior notice.
(2) Results based on three small-scale internal field tests using customer fleet vehicles vs. MICHELIN® XZY® 3 tire in size
11R24.5 LRH. Actual results may vary.
(3) Protector ply width & cushion gum thickness compared to Bridgestone® M843 & M853, and Goodyear® G751™ MSA
DuraSeal in size 11R22.5 LRH.
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X® WORKS
GRIP D

Our most aggressive drive axle tire is made specifically for energy and
logging fleets operating in extreme conditions. Designed with safety
in mind, using real feedback from real drivers, the MICHELIN® X®
Works Grip D has exceptional traction to help keep you on the road.

